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Introduction
Now a days by skyrocketing growth of technology in massive number 

of things whether in routine life or in Industries, besides it has a lot of 

side effects which means facing risks, pollution and chaos, of course 

it has so many pros that make our life easier, accordingly, in this 

paper we are going to search for some robotic matters which can be 

practical in field of Construction and certainly figure out their cons 

and pros to the point that if we can improve them or not.    



Methodology



The automation on the industries and everyday job has 

been the modern form of civilization on this human era. 

Automated machines and robotics have increased the 

productivity, efficiency and solution of many problems with 

human workforce. Highly industrialized and developed 

countries are facing the issues of waste management and 

human safety risks in the construction sites.



What are the goals?

1
to get familiar with the 
existing problems

2
current developments

3
possibilities in use of 
robots in construction



The research was carried out by the group of students from HAMK 

University of applied sciences. Team carried out the research based 

on the literature review concerning construction robots, experience 

of construction industries’ use of robots, developer of these robots 

and documented the finding of the research. The focus of the 

research was on the robots for cleaning concrete and nails, lifting 

assistance in construction and use of highly maneuverable robots to 

reduce injury and fatigue on human resources. The research team 

were able to gather the examples and development of cleaning 

robots, use of material unit lift enhancer robots as lifting assistance, 

industrial use and development of cleaning Cobots.

About the Metodologhy



Results



Accordingly, it was said that technology is growing as 

fast as we get aged and it has many advantages and 

disadvantages. Here we are going to represent some 

kind of Cobots which can be useful in field of 

construction engineering for a specific section of 

Cleaning, Lifting-Moving and Handling Operations.

Thus, we introduce our findings in 4 parts which is 

representing 4 kinds of robots in field of 

construction and looking for their way of working 

then looking for improve them just as an idea.



Automation cleaning Robots

cleaning robot would be a logical solution for decreasing dust

and pollution in environment. Commercial automation

cleaning robots have become very popular nowadays because

of their ability to clean autonomously. The automatic cleaning

robots are combination of different electrical and mechanical

components such as Arduino Mega, Servo motor, GPS module,

motor driver, vacuum cleaner etc.

the industrial environment is much too large for one robot to

clean by itself. For this reason, we can use multiple cleaning

robots. These robots are equipped with scanner laser and sir

sensor to create a dirt map of the environment. Then we will

apply the multi robotic system, where all robots share the

same map, know their position in it.
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https://youtu.be/GvZCypc3KHo

https://youtu.be/GvZCypc3KHo


Concerete-eating Robots

there is another type of robot that recycles the concrete 

in old buildings during demolition without causing 

contamination, which is called Concrete-Eating robot.

It would keep million tons of waste of landfill and leave 

smooth, expose rebar to be snipped and taken away. And 

also, it would transform our current, energy and water 

intensive approach to demolition.

It would scan its surrounding, determine a route and start 

erasing structure. At the muncher head, the concrete is 

broken up with concentrated jets of high-pressure water, 

while powerful section captures the slurry of aggregate, 

cement and water. Inside a centrifugal decenter 

separates and filters the ingredients and sends each 

down a separate tube for further processing. The clean 

aggregates get packed into big bags to ready for re-use. 



Physical tensions or stress is one of the most important issue during an assembly 

operation. first you need to detect turn out in which part of the body you have more 

stress and exactly in what kind of task these pressures go up or down. So now when we 

detect the most vulnerable parts of a body during an operation such as lifting and 

putting freights or loads, we get to the point that we can deduct them with three 

comprehensive steps, 1)produce a more ergonomic knowledge of movements for 

operators, 2)effective detection system of fatigue and 3)using mechanical supports such 

as Co-bots.

Exoskeleton Robot assistance to reduce the overall fatigue22



Now a days the technology represents a huge number of robot assistances for 

handling operations such as moving and putting the loads thus one of the most 

practical coroboting is “Exoskeleton Robotic Force Support Systems” which is 
pretty compatible with flexibility of a human body



Cobots as lifting assistance (MULE)

Construction site deals with heavy loads which must be either moved across the 

construction site or simply to be lifted to the higher altitudes. Most of these loading or 

lifting action cannot be achieved with one human effort. These loads need to be 

balanced and moved through narrow and difficult terrains on the top of its heaviness 

and repetitiveness of the task. This increases the chance of dangerous accident and 

number of human resources needed for the work. Considering these situations, 

different autonomous technics for lifting and placing of blocks and construction 

materials are developed. One of the these cobots are Mule. Different construction sites 

are using this cobot for lifting the blocks and transferring it to the wall. Mule is basically 

designed for block masonry.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcPAcPw6ZJw&ab_channel=ConstructionRobotics
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcPAcPw6ZJw&ab_channel=ConstructionRobotics


The mule carries virtually all the load. It promotes the 

effortless move. With the mules the blocks go straight 

from the pallet to the wall. It is considered more 

efficient than conventional method. Conventional 

method requires staging along the wall. It is very 

flexible, help lift and take the heavy lifting for mason, 

increase the productivity and decrease potential 

human fatigue and injuries. Mules consist of 12-foot 

arm. We can build about 20-24 feet of block wall by 

the help of mule. It can handle up to 131 lbs with 

block. It is 100% weatherproof and waterproof 

especially designed for outdoor environment



Roomba 637 in construction cleaning

One of the most important issues after completing a building is cleaning it. The cleaning contains 

removing gravels, cleaning the dirt on the floor. nowadays with expanding technology, some robots 

and machines has been produced which can do almost everything in civil engineering. There are 

some robots which can be used for cleaning in construction engineering. One of these robots is 

Roomba 637, this floor cleaning robot has three wheels, one of them is fixed in front of the robot, 

and a sensor that detect the dirt, this robot also can detect the stairs and drop-offs. This robot has 

been equipped an automatic docking and recharging system. Roomba 637 use a 3-stage cleaning 

system: agitation, brushing and suction. This robot is a smart robot such that a hard ware setup has 

been installed on this robot.
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Automation cleaning

One of the methods that can be considered for dust extraction at construction sites is to design

robots that automatically create the required holes on the walls, such as power switches, and at the

same time have this ability to suck dust created and reduce pollution.

In addition to above, Detection of the waste materials (nails, screws) could be sometimes challenging

in complicated construction sites. So, advancement of robotics to detect and collect waste on difficult

terrain could be further researched. This will decrease the need of human supervision

Exoskeleton assistant robots

As said some kind of assistance in handling operations such as constructional-handy-work which can

be an exoskeleton robot to prevent general fatigue so then an increase of efficiency, in the case it is

noticeable to say in some positions these active and passive exoskeleton robots can be easily

annoying and troublesome. thus if we use a kind of “Elastically Flexible Artificial Skin” that works as

the second skin which has similar thickness as human’s and put some “Nanomotors” in some critical

points to make any extra force (maybe directly to the muscles) and support that can be pretty

practical in such varied operations in field of construction.



Cobots as lifting assistance (MULE)

Roomba 637 in construction cleaning

Mule has revolutionized the construction process with its lift and placement. However, its use has

been limited because of its small work zone radius, as we said it can make the walls with 20-24

feet in height but if we want more besides if we want to make a wall with a big range of length we

should move it several times, thus, The research and development on its robotic arm can be done

to make it suitable for bigger construction project and our idea is to make such a Spider MULE

which can simultaneously go up on the wall and move through the length freely and put the

blocks in places.

As we are going to apply the Roomba in construction field, we get to the point that the work

environments can be rocky and uneven, so our idea is to attached a special pad such as

hovercrafts and the robot propulsion force will come from such a Worm Moving System that

means it can move on almost all type of uneven ground such a Worm but how to simulate this

kind of motion is a deeply large area that must be gone through comprehensively.



Disscusion

In this paper we went through robotics in field of

construction and found some cobots such as MULE,

Roomba, Cleaning robots and Exoskeleton assistance. we

figured out there would be cons and pros for this cobots but

we tried to find some innovation which can make them

more efficient and practical so we present a kind of Slurping

Drilling robots, Elastically Flexible Artificial Skin, Spider

MULE and a new approach for Moving System in Roomba

that make us closer to our aim Improving the Efficiency in

any way.



Thanks!


